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From big screen to small, from cinema to couch, content 
providers of all stripes are facing a variety of headwinds 
this year. Increasing competition for subscribers among 
streamers, higher interest rates, cord-cutting, and cash 
flow challenges are all buffeting the industry.1, 2 Investors 
are reacting by shifting to value content providers for 
profit generation rather than revenue growth alone.3, 4

The upshot is an environment ripe for reconsideration. 
After many years of a “content arms race” in which 
providers spent aggressively on production across 
legacy and direct-to-consumer (“DTC”) offerings, they 

are now taking a fresh look at their budgets and how 
resources are deployed.5 As they do, the stronger 
business opportunities tend to center on subsectors 
of enduring growth — typically those in which share of 
spend shifts from one category to another.

One example is content that focuses on stories and 
casts that feature a more diverse demographic. This 
opportunity may be particularly timely now in light of 
reports that Paramount Global is interested in selling 
Black Entertainment Television (“BET”).6

Ethnic diversity within the United States is expanding 
as the population of people of color continues to rise. 
By 2050, people of color are expected to represent more 
than 50% of the total populace, driven primarily by 
growth among Hispanics and African Americans, who 
currently make up about 43% of all U.S inhabitants.7 

Young people lead this expansion, with Generation Z 
(those born between 1995 and 2012) representing the 
most diverse cohort in the nation’s history.8

America’s expanding diversity is gradually becoming 
reflected in the content-production landscape as the 

number of titles across film and episodic content with 
a person of color in a lead role has steadily increased 
(see chart, “Titles with POC Casting Leads by Content 
Type”). In 2021, for example, people of color accounted 
for 39% of all leads in theatrical and digital film, a 
significant increase from 11% in 2011.9 Television saw 
a similar rise in 2021, although the percentage of titles 
with people of color in lead roles differed notably by 
endpoint, with basic cable (40%)10 and digital (38%)11 
far ahead of broadcast (27%).12

Just as Paramount explores the sale of BET, spend on content with diverse casts 
is expected to outpace overall growth in spend across streaming, film and TV

Evolving Demographics
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Charlie Echeverry, founder and Managing Director of 
Black//Brown, an advisory firm and FTI Consulting 
partner specializing in diversity strategies for 
content providers and other industries,* says of the 
improvements, “There remains work to be done, 
but studios and streaming platforms have begun to 
recognize that the importance of diverse leads and 
casts is more than a question of altruism.”

As people of color representation has improved on-screen, 
content featuring casts that are at least 30% diverse 

has performed better than non-diverse content across 
endpoints at the box office and on television. Films lead 
the way in this shift, accounting for 8 of the top 10 highest-
grossing theatrical releases and 7 of the top 10 most-
viewed digital releases in 2021.13 Among episodic content 
viewed by audiences ages 18-49, 6 of the top 10 digital 
shows and 8 of the top 10 broadcast shows had casts of at 
least 30% people of color (see chart, “Top 10 Performing 
Titles 2020-2021”).14, 15

Titles with POC Casting Leads by Content Type

Note: Episodic is the weighted average of the percentage of leads across broadcast, cable and digital
Source: Hollywood Diversity Report 2022 (UCLA). Part 1: Film; Part 2: Television
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13: “Hollywood Diversity Report 2022, Part 1: Film.” page 41

14: “Hollywood Diversity Report 2022, Part 2: Television.” page 58

15: Ibid. page 52
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“Diverse content is a fuller reflection of consumers’ 
lived experience, and the data has begun to show the 
correlation at the box office,” says Echeverry. “Earlier 
approaches were intentional but narrow. Content was 
primarily produced and delivered to a given diverse 
audience. Now increasingly diverse content is flowing 
through communities of color to a general audience, and 
the results are quantifiable.”

The strong performance of content featuring casts at least 
30% diverse is being driven by all races. But people of color 
represent an economically significant market that punches 
above its weight in consuming content, particularly for 
theatrical and streaming films. In 2021, people of color 
households were overrepresented in box office share of 
9 of the top 10 grossing films released (see chart, “Top 10 
Theatrical Films and POC Box Office Share 2021”).16

Top 10 Performing Titles 2020-2021

5

Notes: Episodic lists use latest available data from the 2020-21 season; film lists are from 2021
Episodic data ranked by household rating for content released in U.S. during the 2020-21 season for adults 18-49

Film data is from top English-language releases in 2021 by global box office for theatrical and household ratings for digital

Source: Hollywood Diversity Report 2022 (UCLA). Part 1: Film; Part 2: Television

16: “Hollywood Diversity Report 2022, Part 1: Film.” page 39
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The same holds true among households streaming the 
top 10 films released on subscription video on demand 

platforms (“SVOD”) (see chart, “Top 10 Streaming Films 
and POC Household Share 2021”).17

“Driven by their relative youth, digital proficiency and 
multi-generational viewing environments, communities 
of color — especially Latino and Black — over-index 

in the behaviors that drive engagement and revenue 
performance across various modes of content 
consumption,” says Echeverry.

Top 10 Theatrical Films and POC Box Office Share (2021) 
$ millions

Top 10 Streaming Films and POC Household Share (2021)

Source: Hollywood Diversity Report 2022 (UCLA). Part 1:Film

Source: Hollywood Diversity Report: 2022 (UCLA). Part 1: Film17: Ibid.
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These upward trends make a compelling case for content 
acquirers, distributors and producers to continue 
prioritizing content featuring diverse leads, even against 
industry headwinds.

Using FTI Consulting’s proprietary production forecast 
model, we anticipate that the market for diverse content 
(defined here as content featuring at least one lead who 
is a person of color) across all film and episodic titles in 
the United States will grow faster than the underlying 
total production market.† Our forecast predicts diverse 
content growth of 7.5% per year from 2023-2026, and 
overall production market growth of only 3.5% during 
the same period. By 2026, we expect content with at least 
one person of color in a lead role will make up 47% of 
total content spend versus 40% today.

This content growth is forecast to come primarily from 
digital and theatrical categories, as content spend 
continues to fall across broadcast and cable due to the 
acceleration of cord-cutting and declining multichannel 
video programming distributor (“MVPD”) subscriptions.

Most of the growth will be driven by diverse content. On 
faster-growing digital endpoints, we expect spending for 
diverse content to outpace overall digital content spend 
over the next three years.

The FTI Consulting forecast shows digital diverse content 
spend rising by 13.5% per year from 2023 to 2026, while 

overall spend on digital during the same period will grow 
approximately 9% annually.

The market for diverse theatrical films is expected to 
rise at a rate of 2.8% per year from 2023 to 2026. Overall 
spend on theatrical films is forecast to increase only 2.0% 
in the same period.

“Based on what we’ve studied, our lived experience and 
reliable modeling, I have confidence that the forecast, 
particularly as it relates to tentpole theatrical properties, 
will be realized,” says Echeverry.

He adds, “The importance of diverse leads and casts will 
continue to become a business imperative in addition to 
an objective good.”

Note: Charlie Echeverry, founder and Managing Director 
of strategic advisory firm Black//Brown, contributed to 
the preparation of this article.

* Black//Brown partners with FTI Consulting on certain 
engagements.

† All projected figures from FTI Consulting’s forecast 
model are as of November 2022.

Investing in Diverse Content
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